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Firstly a huge thanks to Wellow Golf Club who were fantastic hosts of this Hampshire  U14 Triangular Match. It gives all concerned such a boost when a club
and its members are so supportive of our county juniors. We’d also like to extend our thanks to the BB&O/Sussex Management and players who were a real 
pleasure to be around.

There were some incredible performances none more so than comeback that of Tom Conquest who was 5 down with 7 to play when he rose like a phoenix 
from the flames on the back 9 to secure a point in both matches. 

Team Hampshire all play their part in success with the power of live updates dates via SPOND. These filtered through to the rest of the team at vital moments 
giving every player the belief anything was possible!

With 5 matches completed in the clubhouse the match came down to needed 2 points from the last 3 matches to secure the win. Ivo Rees, just turned 11 years 
old,  showed  a character well beyond his years and fought until the bitter end. Although ultimately disappointed it’s clear he has all the attributes to become a 
star player for Hampshire in the years to come!

Another notable performance came from Sebastian Wells who  having already won his match to Sussex 6&5 found himself 1 down with 3 to play against BB&O. 
Winning holes 16 & 17 proved crucial securing another point for Hampshire and ensuring we didn’t loose to BB&O. 

The stage was set for Connor Babington, playing his debut league match for Hampshire, to deliver the all important point needed to secure a win against both 
counties. Connor showed great composure, buoyed by the support of his teammates who all went out to support him a for whom thanked after the match by 
saying: ”This show of support gave me the boast I needed”. Clinical play on 16th and an up and down on the 17th provided Hampshire with vital point needed 
to win both matches, keeping our hopes of winning the league alive.

Of course Tino and myself are delighted to have won both matches but what was even more pleasing was the feelgood factor amongst players, parents and  
managers reflecting the amazing Team Hampshire culture that’s being created. Tino reflected on Europe’s recent success being down to an amazing team 
spirit, so lets keep on replicating this ethos throughout our squads and continue to build on in the years to come.

David & Tino
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Team Played Points
Surrey 4 8

Hampshire 4 6

BB&O 6 4

Sussex 4 0

LATEST LEAGUE POSITION U14


